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“The BHP-Dia Met diamond exploration joint venture, in the Northwest Territories, announces that 

core hole PL 91-1 at Point Lake intersected kimberlite from 455 ft to the end of the hole at 920 ft. 

A 59kg sample of the kimberlite yielded 81 small diamonds, all measuring less than 2mm in 

diameter. Some of the diamonds are gem quality. These results, at this stage in the development of 

the property, are considered significant, although they do not demonstrate an economic deposit. 

The results are sufficiently encouraging that the operator BHP-Utah is planning to add to the 

exploration program the bulk sampling this winter of 200 tons of the kimberlite. The purpose of the 

bulk sampling is to test for larger diamonds.”

November 5, 1991 Dia Met 

Press Release

Enersource: Summer 1994



Ekati, coupled with the collapse of the Soviet Union, unleashed a 

diamond knowledge explosion & global exploration boom!

Hundreds of juniors plunged into diamond exploration. Billions 

was raised and spent. 30 years later less than a dozen remain.



SDLC at Kaiser Research Online

• Monthly pdf report with references to technical, media and corporate 

literature related to diamonds prepared by Patricia Sheahan and 

emailed to the Diamonderati List – migrated online in 2015

• John Kaiser imports references into a database, hunts down urls and 

abstracts, and posts to the KRO Diamond Resource Center

• Over 100,000 references dating back to ancient time available as 

annual batches, with the latest month highlighted

• Divided into technical references with urls and abstracts, and media-

corporate references with urls if available

• Technical & media references available by individual authors

• References available on basis of key words – 150

• References available on basis of regions – 144



Technical Reference Example Media-Corporate Reference Example



Reference by Author Example Key Word Index Example









Does Canada have a future in 

“big diamond” production or will 

it fade away as high grade 

deposits yielding small to 

medium sized diamonds 

deplete?



Ekati – 10  yrs?

Snap Lake - Failed

Diavik – 5 yrs?

Jericho - Failed

Gahcho Kue  - ?

Victor - Depleted Renard - Failed

Chidliak – Permitting

Star - Stalled

Canada’s Fading Diamond Production Profile



• Limited Story Paths for Rethink Plays

• Long Timelines for Exploration-Development Cycle

• Unreliability of Micro Diamonds & Indicator Mineral Chemistry in assessing 

target prospectivity

• Delayed outcome visualization & S-Curve: Grade <> Value

• Diminished new field or cluster discovery potential except in difficult covered 

settings

• Title Risk in Frontiers

• Ethical Concerns: Natural vs Lab Grown

Reasons Investors have lost interest in Diamond Exploration



Two Story Paths for Success in Diamond Exploration

Craton Minerals (Brooke Clements/Bob Lucas): 

Western Superior Craton – grassroots 

exploration in a region lacking a sampling 

medium such as outcrop or glacial till – not 

quite under cover but heavily reliant on stream 

sediment sampling and geophysics.

Arctic Star (Pat Power/Buddy Doyle): Diagras 

next door to Ekati/Diavik – rethinking De Beers’ 

former Hardy Lake cluster in terms of 

overlooked kimberlites & potential high value 

diamonds in known diamondiferous bodies.





Hermosa-Central OP Oxide Zone 

(Ag, Mn, Au, Zn) taken to PFS at 

$40 million cost – a bust at then 

prevailing metal prices.

Hermosa-Taylor CRD Sulphide Zone (Zn, 

Pb, Ag) discovered by chasing sulphides at 

pit limit - taken to PFS within 2 years & 

bought by South32 for $2.3 billion.



Economic Geology: the Size of the Prize

Key Concepts

• Discounted Cash Flow Model

• Fair Value: Certainty times Prize

• Uncertainty Ladder for Resource Projects
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• Long Timelines for Exploration-Development Cycle

• Unreliability of Micro Diamonds & Indicator Mineral Chemistry in assessing 

target prospectivity

• Delayed outcome visualization & S-Curve: Grade <> Value
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Source: Enersource - Summer 1994 Source: Faure, S.  2010

Snap Lake

Jericho

Gahcho Kue



Ekati was unusual in that it took only 8 years from the BHP JV to commercial production, Dia Met’s 

implied project stayed in the upper part of the S-Curve throughout feasibility demonstration, and was 

bought out at the $2.3 billion S-Curve peak valuation within 3 years of production startup. Chuck 

Fipke and Stu Blusson’s diamond discovery inspired 2 decades of resource junior diamond 

exploration involving hundreds of companies.



Ekati Diamond Exploration to Production Cycle for Dia Met Minerals Ltd

Exploration Cycle Stage

Date range for stage Days

% of 8 

yr cycle 

Low IPV High IPV IPV at Start

1 - Grassroots Sep 06, 1990 Aug 31, 1991 359 12% $8,000,000 $24,000,000 $19,000,000 

2 - Target Drilling Sep 01, 1991 Sep 17, 1991 16 1% $21,000,000 $36,000,000 $24,000,000 

3 - Micro Diamond Testing Sep 18, 1991 Nov 05, 1991 48 2% $27,000,000 $45,000,000 $29,000,000 

4 - Mini Bulk Sampling Nov 06, 1991 Sep 21, 1993 685 23% $66,000,000 $2,435,000,000 $71,000,000 

5 - Bulk Sampling - PEA Sep 22, 1993 May 05, 1994 225 8% $1,526,000,000 $2,545,000,000 $1,927,000,000 

6 - Prefeasibility May 06, 1994 Jul 23, 1995 443 15% $904,000,000 $2,322,000,000 $2,245,000,000 

7 - Feasibility-Permitting Jul 24, 1995 Feb 03, 1997 560 19% $1,028,000,000 $2,459,000,000 $1,436,000,000 

8 - Construction Feb 04, 1997 Oct 13, 1998 616 20% $1,766,000,000 $3,323,000,000 $2,268,000,000 

9 - Production Oct 14, 1998 Nov 01, 2001 1,114 $1,877,000,000 $2,914,000,000 $2,443,000,000 

Notes

1) IPV = "implied project value" (Dia Met fully diluted x closing price / net interest)

2) Dia Met's net interest is 29% as of September 6, 1990 BHP farmout announcement

3) Date range is the time spent during the stage until results prompt a decision to move to the next stage

4) Dia Met hit Point Lake kimberlite within 2 weeks of starting drilling and found numerous more pipes

5) It took 8 years from the BHP JV to commercial production

6) Dia Met was taken over by BHP on Nov 1, 2001 by a $21 per share cash offer that valued Ekati at $2.3 billion



Sadly, their subsequent track record was not inspiring. Chuck Fipke and Stu Blusson retained 

10% carried interests in Ekati whose discovery as described in the Kevin Krajick’s Barren Lands

was NOT an exercise in disciplined exploration method. It was an exercise in chaotic persistence 

blessed with luck whose reward cannot be begrudged, but whose legacy proved not fruitful for 

investors in Chuck’s Metalex and  Stu’s Archon during the ensuing quarter century.



Aber, 40% partner with Rio Tinto, was quick to convert geophysical targets into kimberlites which proved near barren, but it 

took 12 years to deliver mine. In early 1994 the Diavik cluster with “visible diamond” in core was discovered, redeeming the 

juniors in the wake of the Tli Kwi Cho Bust which wiped out $1 billion in market cap, including Dia Met and Aber, though both

recovered. Although Aber funded its share of CapEx and Diavik was a success when production started in 2003, Aber never 

evolved as Canada’s diamond champion, aggregating other juniors or supporting them. The 2013 purchase of BHP’s Ekati 

stake signaled a possible shift, but Dominion Diamonds was bought by the Washington Group in 2017 and went bankrupt.



Diavik Diamond Exploration to Production Cycle for Aber Diamonds Ltd

Exploration Cycle Stage Date range for stage Days % of 

12 yr 

cycle

Low IPV High IPV IPV at Start

1 - Grassroots Dec 10, 1991 Sep 21, 1992 286 7% $7,000,000 $84,000,000 $8,000,000 

2 - Target Drilling Sep 22, 1992 Sep 30, 1992 8 1% $72,000,000 $82,000,000 $80,000,000 

3 - Micro Diamond Testing Oct 01, 1992 Jul 27, 1994 664 16% $60,000,000 $1,142,000,000 $78,000,000 

4 - Mini Bulk Sampling Jul 28, 1994 Jun 28, 2005 334 8% $516,000,000 $1,252,000,000 $1,100,000,000 

5 - Bulk Sampling & PEA Jun 29, 2005 Jan 20, 1997 572 13% $673,000,000 $2,217,000,000 $788,000,000 

6 - Prefeasibility Jan 21, 1997 Mar 06, 1998 408 10% $1,238,000,000 $2,853,000,000 $2,006,000,000 

7 - Feasibility-Permitting Mar 07, 1998 Dec 19, 2000 1,018 24% $702,000,000 $2,011,000,000 $1,918,000,000 

8 - Construction Dec 20, 2000 Jul 31, 2003 954 21% $1,611,000,000 $4,857,000,000 $1,900,000,000 

9 - Production Aug 01, 2003 Nov 2, 2017 5,207 $4,690,000,000 $7,612,000,000 $4,021,000,000 

Notes

1) IPV = "implied project value" (Aber fully diluted x closing price / net interest

2) Aber's net interest is 100% until June 2, 1992 when farmout to Kennecott reduces it to 40%

3) Date range is the time spent during the stage until results prompt a decision to move to the next stage

4) Aber hit kimberlite within 1 week of starting drilling and intersected numerous pipes before finding A154 in 1994

5) Diavik operated 14 years until Aber, first renamed Harry Winston and then Dominion Diamonds, was bought by the Washington group on Nov 2, 2017 

for US $14.50 per share for US $12. billion reflecting 40% of Diavik and 89% of Ekati acquired in 2013 for US $553 million. Diavik is still operating.



Jericho emerged from a massive land position staked north of Ekati and bankrolled by Ned Goodman. Tahera, initially named 

Lytton, played a regional statistics game of till sampling and geophysical target testing. The first pipe it discovered was the 

large Ranch Lake pipe north of Ekati which became an early example of the Canadian diamond curse: it has large tonnage, 

high grade and high carat value, but never all three together. An early lament from BHP’s Hugo Dummett was that a world 

class pipe like Botswana’s Jwaneng seems to have eluded Canada. Jericho was unusual among the Slave kimberlites in that it 

had an eclogitic paragenesis. The mine downfall appears to have been a failure to understand the liberation requirements for 

the xenolith rich kimberlite. Shear tried to revive Jericho after Tahera’s bankruptcy but also failed.



Jericho Diamond Exploration to Production Cycle for Tahera Diamond Corp

Exploration Cycle Stage Date range for stage Days % of 14 

yr cycle

Low IPV High IPV IPV at Start

1 - Grassroots Apr 23, 1992 Jan 12, 1993 264 5% $9,000,000 $160,000,000 $18,000,000 

2 - Target Drilling Jan 13, 1993 Mar 21, 1993 67 2% $144,000,000 $244,000,000 $145,000,000 

3 - Micro Diamond Testing Mar 22, 1993 Apr 28, 1993 37 1% $260,000,000 $515,000,000 $263,000,000 

4 - Mini Bulk Sampling Apr 29, 1993 Apr 28, 1996 1,095 21% $147,000,000 $782,000,000 $486,000,000 

5 - Bulk Sampling & PEA Apr 29, 1996 Mar 11, 1998 681 13% $274,000,000 $871,000,000 $801,000,000 

6 - Prefeasibility Mar 12, 1998 Feb 05, 2003 1,791 35% $10,000,000 $300,000,000 $299,000,000 

7 - Feasibility-Permitting Feb 06, 2003 Feb 10, 2005 735 14% $52,000,000 $373,000,000 $96,000,000 

8 - Construction Feb 11, 2005 May 03, 2006 446 9% $262,000,000 $662,000,000 $348,000,000 

9 - Production May 04, 2006 Jan 23, 2008 629 $15,000,000 $480,000,000 $455,000,000 

Notes

1) IPV = "implied project value" (Dia Met fully diluted x closing price / net interest

2) On Feb 13, 1995 focus shifts from 100% owned ground to 50% owned Jericho play, merger on Mar 2, 1999 brings to 100%

3) Date range is the time spent during the stage until results prompt a decision to move to the next stage

4) Tahera (Lytton) hit Ranch Lake kimberlite 3 weeks after drill start and received micro diamond data within 5 weeks

5) It took 14 years from the Benachee acquisition in 1992 to achieve  production which lasted less than 2 years.

6) On January 23, 2008 Tahera suspended production due to losses and recovery problems, and delisted in 2009. 



• Limited Story Paths for Rethink Plays

• Long Timelines for Exploration-Development Cycle

• Unreliability of Micro Diamonds & Indicator Mineral Chemistry in assessing 

target prospectivity

• Delayed outcome visualization & S-Curve: Grade <> Value

• Diminished new field or cluster discovery potential except in difficult covered 

settings

• Title Risk in Frontiers

• Ethical Concerns: Natural vs Lab Grown

Reasons Investors have lost interest in Diamond Exploration



Macro-Micro Distinction defined by > or < than 

0.5 mm in the longest dimension: a nonsense 

reporting method invented by Dia Met to which 

BHP acquiesced.

• Oct 19, 1993: Torrie Pipe at Yamba Lake yields 152 micros and 39 

macros from 161.6 kg

• May 6, 1994: 24.5 tonne mini bulk sample collected

• July 18, 1994: De Beers options 51% & processes bulk sample at Fort 

Collins

• Aug 26, 1994: De Beers 19 diamonds weighing 0.635 carats recovered 

for indicated grade of 2.6 cpht

• Low grade blamed on too many fragments qualifying as “macros”. Stock 

had already collapsed on Aug 5 bulk sample results for DO27.

Tanqueray Resources Ltd



June 15, 1998: For both samples, a 

total of 199.7 dry tonnes were 

processed for the recovery of 228.9 

carats. This yields an average grade of 

1.14 carats per dry tonne ... The three 

largest stones recovered weigh 10.87, 

8.43, and 6.03 carats, respectively. All 

are of gem quality. In addition, a 

further 18 diamonds were recovered 

that are more than one carat in 

weight. There is no significant 

difference in the diamond populations 

of the two samples.

June 18, 1999: Processing of 3,003.9 

dry tonnes of kimberlite from Pit 4 on 

the NW dike at Snap Lake, Haywood 

project, Camsell property, has 

recovered 5,542.27 carats of 

diamonds valued at $98.42 (U.S.) per 

carat. A total of 88 stones in the 

parcel exceeds three carats in weight. 

The largest diamond recovered weighs 

14.3 carats. Grade (carats per tonne) -

1.845, Value per carat - $98.42 (U.S.), 

Value per tonne - $181.58 (U.S.) 

Snap Lake: Discovered 1997, bought by De Beers for $500 million in 

2000, mining started 2008 & stopped in 2015.



Guidelines for the Reporting of Diamond Exploration Results – January 1, 2003



Doyle Lake – Excellent 

chemistry but a low grade sill



Churchill – the Not So Big Kahuna

Source: PDAC Presentation March 3, 2008



Rapid success testing geophysical mag high-low 

targets 2003-2005 but Type-A kimberlites yield weak 

chemistry & micro diamond results, 2006-2008 focus 

shifts to Type B dykes which yield chemistry & grade





Final Verdict – tonnage & diamond 

quality too low



• Limited Story Paths for Rethink Plays

• Long Timelines for Exploration-Development Cycle

• Unreliability of Micro Diamonds & Indicator Mineral Chemistry in assessing 

target prospectivity

• Delayed outcome visualization & S-Curve: Grade <> Value

• Diminished new field or cluster discovery potential except in difficult covered 

settings

• Title Risk in Frontiers

• Ethical Concerns: Natural vs Lab Grown

Reasons Investors have lost interest in Diamond Exploration



Aug 5, 1994: A total of 226 macrodiamonds weighing 

16.4 carats was recovered from the 1258 dry tonnes 

of diatreme material processed, for an average of 

0.013 ct/tonne. For the pyroclastic phase, 13,888 

macrodiamonds weighing 1,079 carats were recovered 

from 3,003 dry tonnes processed, for an average grade 

of 0.359 ct/tonne. 

Tli 

Kwi 

Cho 

Bust 

#1



Tli Kwi Cho Bust #2



Gahcho Kue: 22 years from 

discovery in 1995 to mine 

in 2017 results in carat 

value disappointment!



Renard: 15 years from discovery in 2001 to 

mine in 2016 to bankruptcy in 2019.



Stage
Exploration Cycle Stage

Objective
Time Required

1 Grassroots Land acquisition, target generation through indicator mineral 

sampling and geophysical surveys
1 year

2 Target Drilling Testing for kimberlite by drilling geophysical targets ideally 

supported by indicator mineral anomalies
1-2 years

3 Micro Diamond 

Testing & Tonnage 

Delineation vs 

Discovery Delineation

Caustic fusion of samples < 1,000 kg for micro diamonds to assess 

macro grade potential through size distribution curves, tonnage 

delineation drilling

1-2 years

4 Mini Bulk Sampling 

for Grade vs Infill 

Drilling & Metallurgy

Delineate internal geometry and establish macro grade (diamonds > 

0.85 mm) by processing samples >1 tonne with dense media 

separation

1-2 years

5 Bulk Sampling for 

Value & PEA vs PEA

Establish carat value by collecting a sample large enough to yield a 

parcel suitable for valuation, create DCF for PEA
1 year

6 Prefeasibility Establish grade-value of internal geology, produce a mineable 

reserve,  a mining plan and associated costs
1-2 years

7 Feasibility & 

Permitting

Secure social licenses, regulatory approval & make a production 

decision
1-3 years

8 Construction Build the mine and establish marketing strategy 1-3 years

9 Production Mining cash flow 10-20 years

Diamond 

S-Curve 

1990s

Diamond 

S-Curve 

2022

Too much time & money needed before S-Curve speculation erupts with a diamond discovery



Diamond discovery exploration cannot compete with other metal discovery exploration because on the basis 

of initial drill holes you cannot eyeball tonnage, assign grade and calculate rock value by looking up the 

metal price, and then run a DCF based outcome visualization to define a potential outcome value.
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The Chidliak Redemption

Everything done right 

with high grade high 

carat value result!



Chidliak PEA indicates 

$471 million after-tax 

NPV but De Beers buys 

Peregrine for $110 

million, a bit more than 

sunk cost.

The Chidliak 

Heartbreak
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Grib Pipe 43-101 Resource: June 4, 2008 by Johann Ferreira & Wolf Skulblak
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Natural vs Lab Grown

• Blood Diamonds and the Kimberley 

Process – real problem’s solution pre-

empting a future technology problem

• HPHT and CVD lab grown diamonds: going 

beyond industrial diamonds to make gems 

and striving to poach the De Beers 

marketing mystique

• Consumer disposable vs collectible: the 

paradox of “diamonds are forever” and its 

obsolescence

• LightBox: De Beers competes with lab 

grown diamonds by making its own and 

selling as such at cost plus

• Sarine: branding natural diamonds as 

collectibles through ID technology

• Diamond Standard: using blockchain to 

turn ordinary diamonds into a fungible 

commodity – will liberating a $1.2 trillion 

above ground diamond stock help or hurt?

Collectible vs Disposable?



Wherein lies the future of diamond exploration?

Source: Gems & Gemology, Winter 2017, Vol. 53, No.4, E. Smith et al

Clippir Diamonds: Cullinan-like, Large, Inclusion-Poor, Pure, Irregular, Resorbed

• Type I diamonds have nitrogen > 5 ppm – source of 

yellow color, lithosphere origin 150-200 km

• Type II a false distinction for micro diamonds based on 

historical detection limits

• Type IIa – super deep 450-650 km origin based on 

evidence of marjorite & ringwoodite garnets

• GIA non-invasive study by Evan Smith showed 

“graphite” inclusions are molten Fe-Ni alloy

• No layer by layer octahedral growth patterns, absence 

of dodecahedral shapes argues against resorption as 

cause of irregular shape, maybe due to spontaneous 

exsolving from metallic-carbide melt?

• Ocean floor subduction origin for carbon (C13/C12)

• How do CLIPPIR diamonds end up as part of 

kimberlite magma that entrains Type I lithospheric 

diamonds?

• Could a kimberlite that appears sub-economic based 

on its lithospheric diamond population be economic 

based on its less abundant type IIa population

• Where might Type IIa diamonds have been available 

to become part of a kimberlite’s diamond population?



Lasedi la Rona – 1,109 ct

Karowe – discovered by De Beers and “discarded” due to 

low grade and modest size compared to nearby Orapa. Is 

the rethink of apparent low grade kimberlites as potential 

producers of “big gem diamonds” sold as collectibles the 

path forward for diamond exploration by resource juniors? 





30 years & $300 million later and 

we still don’t know?





Where is there still diamond exploration potential for juniors outside Canada?



Are there any kimberlite fields or 

clusters left to be found not hidden 

under sediment platform?

Are there any new 

kimberlites left to 

be found within 

known fields?

Does it make sense to 

rethink low grade 

kimberlites as potential 

high value?

Should we explore under 

cover? Is it possible?

If North America has 

CLIPPIR potential, 

where might that be 

and why?

Naugaat

BDM/NAR
Diagras

ADD/DIA

Craton 

Minerals

Nipissing

RJK

Chidliak

De Beers



Sequoia

Arbutus

Arctic Star: 20 years grassroots exploration shifting 

to rethinking De Beers’ former Hardy Lake block.



Structural Obstacle 

preventing raising 

capital from non-

millionaires: most that 

make up the Post 

Boomer generations

Retail Investor 

Knowledge Barrier 

must be overcome



Beware the new kid on the block: Lithium





Lithium Supply from Four Potential Sources

Brines via Evaporation, Direct Lithium 

Extraction, or Claystone Mining
LCT type Pegmatite Open Pit Mining Potential

The Pegmatite Hunt Overlaps with Cratonic Diamond Hunt Settings



• All Story Paths from Grassroots to Rethink Plays are available

• Short Timelines for Exploration-Development Cycle

• Field confirmation of LCT pegmatites fast, lithium carbonate prices visible, assay 

conversion to rock value not easy but possible, drilling to delineate tonnage and 

geometry key discovery tool

• Outcome visualization & S-Curve waiting for discovery

• Cratonic settings with many documented pegmatites and lots left to find in 

Australia, Canada, Scandinavia, Brazil and Africa.

• Prime exploration jurisdictions have minimal title risk

• Ethical Concerns: EV replacement of ICE won’t happen without Lithium Mania 2.0

• Overcoming knowledge barrier to mobilize retail investors straightfoward

Reasons Investors will flock to Lithium Exploration





What Ekati 

did for 

diamond 

exploration in 

the 1990s 

will be done 

by Tesla for 

lithium 

pegmatite 

exploration in 

the 2020s

Thank You!
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